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“One for the Many”

By Lewis Peters



Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Dusk

The scene opens with an extreme close up of 
an eye. The pupil dilates and the camera 
zooms out a little and reveals the eye to 
belong to Alex. As the camera zooms out to 
a wide shot we see Alex lying flat out on 
the grass, her clothes are ripped a little, 
her hair messy, her face bruised and 
blackened a little from the explosion. Alex 
looks to her side and from a point of view 
shot we see parts of the Black Rock 
scattered around her. Alex sits and the 
camera becomes a medium shot. Alex looks 
around and breathes deeply in and out with 
shock. Alex looks to her left to see part 
of a body lying beneath some rubble. Alex 
gets herself up onto all four and she 
crawls to the body. In an effort to remove 
the debris from on top of the body Alex 
gets herself up to a standing position 
where she would be in better control of her 
strength. Alex reaches down to the debris 
and the camera focuses on her face, her 
eyes widen and then as a sudden jolt she is 
tackled from behind and pulled away from 
the debris by Sawyer. Alex struggles to get 
free of Sawyer’s grasp.

Alex:
No! No please!

Sawyer:
There’s nothing we can do for him now Zena, 

Doc



Jack enters the scene and his eyes widen, 
Juliet follows behind him. Kate appears to 
be following Juliet; Kate steps through the 
bushes and covers her mouth with her right 
hand in shock. Alex still struggles to free 
herself of Sawyer’s grip

Alex:
Let go of me! You have to help him!

Kate aids Jack in removing some of the 
debris from on top of the body. Jack turns 
the body over and it is revealed to be 
Desmond. Desmond is cut and grazed, his 
hair messy, his clothes torn badly and 
burnt a little. Jack rips open the 
remainder of Desmond’s top and he places 
his cold hands on Desmond’s bare and grazed 
torso. Sawyer lets go of Alex and she wipes 
away a tear. Jack begins to attempt 
resuscitation on Desmond

Kate:
Jack is there anything you can-

Jack:
He isn’t responding, damn it!

Jack continues to pound into Desmond’s 
chest with any hope of bringing him back to 
life

Alex:
I thought it was Locke, where’s Locke?

Juliet:
What happened Al?



Alex:
I walked in and they were arguing, then 

they fought over and gun and then the next 
thing I remember is a big bang, a really 
big bang and fire I don’t know… where’s 

Locke?

Sawyer:
I don’t see no sign of Conan the Destroyer, 
so I’m guessing he didn’t make it Powerpuff

Alex:
No, no he can’t have… have died, no not 

Locke

Kate:
Alex if John isn’t here then its pretty 

clear that he-
The sound of Desmond coughing signs of life 
startles Kate for a moment. Alex, Juliet, 
Sawyer and Kate turn to Desmond as Jack 
responds with slight relief

Jack:
Desmond, Desmond can you hear me?

Desmond:
Brother…

Juliet kneels down to Jack and Desmond, in 
the medium shot we see Alex slipping away 
into the bushes

Juliet:
Jack-



Jack:
Juliet I need some bandages or some cloth, 

find anything you can okay

Sawyer:
What do you want me to do Doc?

Jack:
Keep Alex a-

Jack looks for Alex, Sawyer and Sawyer look 
to their side and Juliet looks up

Jack:
Where is she?

END OF TEASER

Int. Ben’s House- Day (Flashback)

The scene opens with a musical interlude of 
a chorus-like choir singing “Happy Birthday 
to you”, the wide angle shot captures the 
sight of a large crowd of people (The 
Others) gathered within the confined space 
of the lower level floor. The camera cuts 
to a close up of a little girl with curly 
brown hair sitting up at a table behind a 
birthday cake with 8 candles in its icing. 
The little girl looks embarrassed at the 
encore of singing people, two of which 
stand out from the crowd; these two are Ben 
and Richard; both of which look reasonably 
younger

The Others:
Happy birthday dear Alex, happy birthday to 

you



Ben:
Make a wish Alex

Young Alex closes her eyes and blows out 
the 8 birthday candles. The Others cheer 
her and she opens her eyes whilst smiling 
with glee

Richard:
I’ve got a present for you Alex

Richard hands Young Alex a slingshot and 
she takes it with speed

Young Alex:
Wow for me?

Ben:
Now don’t you go shooting anyone un-

accordingly okay Alex

Young Alex:
I promise dad, wow thank you Uncle Richard

Richard:
Your welcome Alex

Other:
Right how about we get some music on

The camera cuts to an extreme close up of a 
man’s hand as he presses play on a hi-fi 
system. Petula Clark’s “Downtown” begins to 
play



Int. Alex’s Bedroom- Night 

The scene blends into a medium shot of 
Young Alex hours later in her room, playing 
with her slingshot. Ben opens the bedroom 
door and enters

Ben:
Alex-

Young Alex:
Dad [Alex turns to Ben]

Ben:
What are you doing in here, everyone is 

outside having a good time and you’re not

Young Alex:
I’m sad, I wished for mum to come

Ben:
Alex for one you just told me your wish 

which is bad luck and secondly your mother 
is sleeping with Jacob’s Angels

Young Alex:
Why can’t I sleep with them too?

Ben:
Because it’s not your time to go with them

Young Alex:
How comes?

Ben:
Look Alex, you have to realise that-

Richard enters the room with invitation



Richard:
Ben its Radzinsky

Ben:
What? What do you mean?

Richard:
I can’t say in front of Alex

Ben gets up without even a goodbye and he 
leaves the room, shutting the door behind 
him

Young Alex [Sad and Angry]:
Bye Dad

Int. Jungle- Dusk (End Flashback)

The scene opens with a medium tracking shot 
of Alex marching through the Jungle. Alex 
looks fiercely sad and to show for this she 
stops marching and leans up against a tree. 
Alex looks up to the tree canopies and 
begins to cry a little until she hears 
rustling in the bushes beside her and the 
slight whimpering of a dog. Alex walks 
toward the bushes and wipes away her tears; 
she then pulls back the bushes and finds 
Vincent lying on the floor, his leg caught 
beneath a plank of wood from the boat

Alex:
Oh my god Vincent

Alex kneels to Vincent’s aid



Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Dusk

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
the hostage situation. Michael, Jin, 
Bernard, Steve, Randall, Craig and two 
other Survivors hold their guns aimed at
Annie and a mere number of Freighter Men 
she has with her; all of which are on their 
knees. Annie looks at Michael evilly and 
then turns her head to a man beside her

Annie [Whisper]:
Ricky I’m gonna need your co-operation

Ricky [Whisper]:
Why Annie? What are you thinking? You wanna 

kill Randall and Craig for what they’ve 
done?

Annie [Whisper]:
No… I ain’t leaving here without the boy; I 
promised DeGroot that I would get him back

Ricky [Whisper]:
You can hardly escape Annie

Annie [Whisper]:
Watch me, that’s where I need your help

Ricky [Whisper]:
What do you mean?

Annie [Whisper]:
Your life or mine-



Annie nudges Ricky forward; Michael turns 
to Ricky and shoots him in the chest. This 
draws everyone’s attention to Ricky and 
Michael. Randall’s eyes widen and Craig 
lowers his head

Michael:
Don’t move, anyone

Steve
Er where’s the chick?

Michael:
What? [Notices Annie has gone] Damn it!

Randall:
Oh god she ran away-

Michael:
Yeah but where the hell is she going?

Int. Jungle- Dusk

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Claire and Sun, Claire holds Aaron close

Claire:
Hurley what was that?

Sun:
An explosion… what exploded?

Cindy:
The Black Rock was the only thing out there

Rose:
Well that explains the explosion, with all 

those dynamite boxes left



Hurley:
Dudes who exploded though?

Walt:
Who set if off?

Walt momentarily realises something missing

Walt:
Where’s Vincent?!

Walt runs off into the bushes

Walt:
Vincent!

Hurley:
Dude no come back! Your dad will kill me if 

I lose you!

Claire:
Hurley!

Hurley:
[Stops] I can’t lose him Claire

Hurley disappears into the Jungle after 
Walt



Int. Jungle- Dusk

Alex kneels at Vincent’s aid

Alex:
Its okay Vincent

Vincent whines and whimpers

Alex:
You’ll be okay

Alex removes the debris of the ship from 
around Vincent; Alex cuts her hand on a 
sharp splinter of wood

Alex:
Damn it! I wish Karl was here, Karl I need 

you so badly… you’d know what to do

Ext. The Barracks Dock- Day (Flashback)

The scene opens with a wide angle pan of 
the setting, the establishing shot. The 
camera cuts to a close up of Alex, she is a 
little older and her hair is blowing in the 
wind. The camera tracks her as she walks 
down the Dock, following her father, Ben 
and Richard. In the background the scene 
captures sight of The Others submarine 
docking at the bottom of the dock. Alex 
looks excited over who she is about to meet

Ben:
It took them long enough to get here



The submarine door opens and Ethan is the 
first out of the hatch

Ben:
Ethan-

Ethan:
It took some time but we persuaded them to 

come

Ben:
Good, we need her for our research

A woman with long brown hair is the next 
out of the submarine; she scans her 
surroundings and takes in the Island around 
her

Ben:
Hello Mrs. Fitzgerald

Mrs. Fitzgerald:
Call me Carol and you are?

Ben:
Benjamin Linus, I run the team here

Mrs. Fitzgerald:
This is hardly Portland

Ben:
No I know but you’ll get used to-

A younger looking Karl appears from the 
submarine and startles Ben

Ben:
Who are-?



Mrs. Fitzgerald:
My son, Karl, I had to bring him with me, 

his father is dead

Karl:
Hi

Alex smiles slightly

Alex:
Hi

Richard:
Would you like me to take you and introduce 

you to everyone?

Richard walks in between the eye line shot 
and Alex is distracted by him

Mrs. Fitzgerald:
Yes of course, come on Karl

Alex smiles at Karl and watches him like a 
hawk as he walks away from the Dock with 
Richard and his mother. Ben steps up to 
Alex

Ben:
Close your mouth Alex, you’ll catch flies

Alex looks at Ben and then watches him 
fiercely as he leaves her alone on the Dock



Int. House- Night

The camera cuts to a medium shot of Karl 
opening his window and Alex is on the other 
side

Karl:
Hey-

Alex:
Hey-

Karl:
I’m Karl

Alex:
I’m Alex

Karl:
Nice to meet you… um… I got the impression 
the guy with the bug eyes is your father

Alex:
Yeah, I hate him

Karl:
So what’s it like on this Island?

Alex:
Boring-

Karl:
Anything fun to do?

Alex:
Dad never let’s me go passed the Sonic 

Fence



Karl:
You have a Sonic Fence?

Alex:
It keeps the bogeyman out

Karl:
Well then let’s start our fun there then

Karl smiles at Alex and she smiles back

Alex:
Oh yeah, let’s go

Karl climbs out of his window

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Night (End Flashback)

The scene opens with a medium shot of Jack 
and Sawyer leaving the bushes, both of them 
supporting Desmond. Jack and Sawyer rest 
Desmond down, Juliet and Kate appear behind 
them

Michael:
What happened to him?

Jack:
Him and Locke, they made the ship explode

Bernard:
Where is he? Locke?

Sawyer:
Where do you think he is?

Jin:
Dead-



Kate:
We can’t be sure, we didn’t find a body

Sawyer:
They exploded Freckles, of course we’re not 

gonna find a body

Jack:
No she’s right, without a body we can’t 

[notices Annie missing] where did she go?

Michael:
She got away-

Jack:
Damn it, how did you let her get away?

Michael:
I didn’t, she tricked us [points to Ricky’s 

body on the floor]

Kate:
What way did she run?

Michael:
She went toward the left why?

Craig:
That’s where your fat man took everyone-

Michael:
She’s after Walt-

Freighter Man:
You won’t stop her, she has a mission, 
Randall you know this as well as I do



Michael turns to the Freighter Man, Randall 
and Craig look at him too

Freighter Man:
If you give her a mission she’ll do it no 
matter what, she wants that boy and she’s 

gonna-

Michael holds up his gun and shoots the 
Freighter Man in the head. Everyone turns 
to Michael; he lowers his handgun, looks at 
Jack and runs off into the Jungle

Int. Jungle- Night

The scene opens with a close up of Annie 
marching through the Jungle at a pace. 
Annie appears from out of some bushes and 
she comes face to face with Claire and the 
other Survivors and Others

Annie:
So this is where you are-

Cindy:
Go away-

Annie:
Where’s the boy?

Cindy embraces Zach and Emma. Annie 
withdraws a gun from her jacket pocket and 
she aims it up at the crowd

Annie:
I said where is the boy?



Claire:
Look, Walt went looking for his dog over by 

the ship

Annie:
The boat, great thanks blondie

Annie lowers her gun and walks off into the 
Jungle; Claire rocks Aaron as he wails

Rose:
Are you okay hunny?

Claire:
Take him a second Rose; I’ve got to do 

something

Rose:
Wait Claire; hunny what are you going to 

do?

Claire hands Aaron over to Rose and she 
picks up a rucksack on the floor

Int. Jungle- Night

The scene opens with Alex still kneeling 
beside Vincent. Alex strokes Vincent’s fur

Alex:
Your okay boy just stay still-

Walt’s Voice:
Vincent!

Walt appears out of the bushes with Hurley 
following behind him



Alex:
Is he yours?

Walt:
Vincent! What did you do to him?

Walt runs to Vincent and kneels before him. 
Alex backs away and stands. Alex smiles at 
Hurley but he just looks at her anxiously

Ext. The Barracks Dock- Morning (Flashback)

The scene opens with Alex and Karl sitting 
on the edge of the Dock, their feet in the 
water below them. Alex kisses Karl on the 
cheek

Alex:
What did my dad ask you to do?

Karl:
X Rays, I had to do X Rays for him

Alex:
Why?

Karl:
I dunno

Alex:
You okay, it’s been almost a year now

Karl:
I know, mum’s in a better place, I just 

can’t add up how she died



Alex:
You don’t think my dad had anything to do 

with it? He lies a lot you know

Karl:
I dunno Alex, do you think he has anything 

to do with it?

Alex:
I don’t-

The Dock begins to shake and rumble. Alex 
and Karl stand and look down as the water 
curdles. Karl embraces Alex

Alex:
What is going on?

Karl:
I don’t know

Alex rests her head on Karl’s right 
shoulder and her arms over her ears, as the 
rumbling fades out a little Alex opens her 
eyes and looks up. Alex’s eyes widen and 
her mouth drops a little. Karl looks at 
Alex’s facial expression

Karl:
Alex what is it?

Karl turns to follow Alex’s point of view 
shot, up to sky as (in how it is shown in A 
Tale of Two Cities) Oceanic Flight 815 
breaks apart in mid-flight. Cut back to 
Alex and Karl’s stunned face then back to 
the two parts of the plane dividing, then a 
cut back to Alex and Karl



Alex:
Karl watch out!

Alex pulls Karl out of the way as a 
suitcase hits the deck and smashes open. 
Clothes scatter everywhere and Alex and 
Karl look at each other with shock

Alex:
Oh my god…

Ext. Beach Camp- Night (End Flashback)

The scene opens with a close up of 
Danielle. Danielle sits beside a wood fire 
beside the tree line of the beach. Danielle 
stares out onto the beach as some of The 
Others gather the bodies from the Freighter 
and put them to one side of the beach ready 
for burial. Ben steps up toward the wood 
fire and Danielle looks up at him

Ben:
You haven’t spoken much Danielle

Danielle:
I’m with the enemy, why would I?

Ben:
We’re not the enemy; we’ve just gone to War 

with the enemy

Danielle:
The explosion, what do you think it was?

Ben:
Well knowing John it was probably him 

destroying something else



Ben sits down beside Danielle

Ben:
We didn’t want any of this you know

Danielle:
I don’t want to hear it

Ben:
It’s true Danielle

Danielle:
I just want Alex; I don’t care about 

anything else

Ben:
Alex is strong, you know that

Danielle turns to Ben

Ben:
It takes guts to betray your people and she 

did it within a day

Danielle:
Because she knows who you really are and 

who her real family is

Ben:
Let’s not make assumptions Danielle

Ben stands

Ben:
Just don’t worry about her



Danielle:
I always will, for sixteen years I worried 

about her… because of you

Danielle sneers at Ben and he walks away 
from her

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Night 

The scene opens with a medium shot of the 
hostage situation. Randall and Craig sit 
beside one another whilst Jack and the 
Survivors keep an eye on their hostages, 
the men from the freighter mumble amongst 
themselves. One of the guys turns to 
Randall and Craig

Freighter Man #2:
Of all the people I didn’t think it would 

be you

Randall:
What?

Freighter Man #3:
To betray us, we didn’t think it would be 

you

Craig:
Just shut up okay Greg, we got our own 

plans

Freighter #2:
What?

Craig:
Just wait and see okay



Randall looks at Craig with worry as he 
smiles in assurance at his partners. The 
camera cuts to Jack as he sits beside 
Desmond. Desmond’s right eye opens and he 
looks up at Jack

Desmond:
Brother-

Jack:
Desmond just keep still

Desmond:
Locke, your man Locke… where is he?

Jack:
We think he’s dead Desmond, what happened 

between you two?

Desmond:
He can’t accept the truth brother

Jack:
What do you mean?

Desmond:
The Hatch, when I blew the Hatch it, it did 

something to me brother

Jack:
The visions?

Desmond:
[Desmond nods] I’m sorry about betraying 

you to these people… I just want to go home

Jack:
Don’t we all



Jack gets up and leaves Desmond, Juliet 
manuvers herself in front of Jack

Juliet:
Is he gonna make it?

Jack:
I don’t know whether he has internal 

bleeding or not, I can’t tell

Juliet:
What are we going to do with the men from 

the freighter?

Jack:
I want to kill them but we might need them

Juliet:
We’re going back to the Beach

Jack:
And we’re taking them with us

Int. Jungle- Night

The scene opens with Walt huddled down by 
Vincent, Alex steps over to Hurley 

Alex:
Have you seen my mother?

Hurley:
Dude she’s with The Others

Alex:
What is she doing with them?



Hurley:
They went down to the beach to finish this 

but the bad guys made their way to us 
instead

Alex:
Is she okay?

Hurley:
I’m sure she fine, she’s probably more 

worried about-

Annie appears out of the bushes and 
startles Hurley and Alex. Walt turns to her 

Annie:
Found you

Alex responds with fear at the sight of 
Annie

Ext. The Staff- Night (Flashback)

The scene opens with a medium shot of Alex 
sitting down on a rock beside a wood fire. 
Alex looks bored as she waits outside the 
hatch. Just at that moment the bushes 
rustle. Alex withdraws her slingshot and 
holds it up. Ethan appears from the bushes 
carrying a pregnant and unconscious Claire. 
Ethan looks tired, he is sweating 
vigorously

Alex:
Ethan-

Ethan:
Get out my way Alex



Alex:
Who is she? What did you do from her? Is 

she from that plane crash?

Ethan: 
I said move Alex

Alex moves out of Ethan’s way and he walks 
down the tunnel into the hatch. Alex 
follows him

Int. The Staff

The camera cuts to a medium shot of Alex 
following behind Ethan

Alex:
You look tired what happened to you

Ethan:
They found out I wasn’t on the plane, I had 

to improvise

Alex:
By kidnapping a woman?

Ethan:
I’ve been doing research on her Alex, 

Juliet’s research

Alex:
She’s pregnant

Ethan:
I’m trying to keep her alive

Alex:
And what they just let you take her?



Ethan:
No, I had to kill one of them

Alex:
Why? Ethan you’re just going to make them-

Juliet appears from around the corner, her 
hair tied back

Juliet:
Ethan what did you do?

Ethan:
I killed Pace, I brought her here

Juliet:
Why?

Ethan:
They found out I wasn’t on the plane

Juliet:
Okay get her in here

Alex watches as Juliet opens the door to 
the maternity room, Ethan enters and Juliet 
shuts the door behind her. Alex frowns and 
marches out of the hatch



Int. Jungle- Night (End Flashback)

Annie stands opposing Walt, Hurley, Alex 
and an injured Vincent

Annie:
Get up boy you’re coming with me

Walt:
I ain’t going with nobody!

Annie:
Didn’t you hear me when I said get up?

Hurley:
Look crazy chick, you’re not taking him

Annie:
Stay out of this Hugo

Alex:
No you stay out if it

Annie:
You have no idea what this kid is, why I 
need him, if I don’t bring him back it’ll 

make him angry

Hurley:
Who?

Annie:
I ain’t telling you, now get up Walt!

Walt stands and backs away from Annie

Annie:
I didn’t want to do this



Annie reaches in her pocket to withdraw her 
gun

Claire’s Voice:
Hey!

Annie turns sharply to the voice and Claire 
swings her rucksack into Annie’s face. 
Annie falls backwards to the floor and as 
her hand jerks out of her pocket Charlie’s 
‘DS’ ring falls to the grass as does 
Annie’s gun

Hurley:
Claire!

Claire:
We have to get back to Jack, now

Alex:
Look-

Alex kneels down and picks up a ring. 
Claire’s eyes widen and Hurley looks at her

Claire:
That’s Charlie’s ring

Annie sits up and she picks up her gun from 
beside her

Hurley:
He must have left it at the beach before he 

went down to the underwater hatch

Alex hands Claire the ring and Claire 
begins to cry. Walt turns and sees Annie 
standing with her gun aimed at the group



Walt:
Watch out!

Claire, Hurley and Alex turn to Annie
sharply and a gunshot rings out. Hurley 
looks at Claire, Claire looks at Hurley. 
They both turn to Alex and Alex looks down 
at her stomach but nothing, no gunshot 
wound. Everyone looks up at Annie and she 
collapses to the floor. Standing behind 
Annie is Michael, Michael lowers his gun 

Walt:
Dad!

Walt runs to Michael and Michael embraces 
his son

Michael:
You’re okay now Walt, its okay

Walt:
Dad Vincent is hurt, he-

Michael strokes Vincent

Michael:
He’ll be fine Walt, I’ll take him back to 

Jack

Walt:
I’m coming with you

Michael:
No you have to go with Hurley okay; he’ll 

take you somewhere safe



Walt hugs his dad once more and then he 
turns to Hurley

Hurley:
Dude I’ll keep him safe

Michael:
I know you will

Michael picks Vincent up into his arms and 
he nods at his son and friends before 
making his way back into the Jungle

Claire:
Where you going to go Alex?

Alex:
I’m going back to your Beach Camp; I’m 

going to find my mum

Hurley:
Keep safe okay, come on

Hurley, Claire and Walt disappear into the 
trees. Alex looks down at Annie’s body and 
then walks off into the Jungle. The camera 
closes in on Annie’s face and her eyes open 
sharply



Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Night

The scene opens with Jack sitting down 
beside Desmond, bandaging his right arm

Desmond:
I’m sorry brother-

Jack:
Don’t apologise, no one our end got hurt

Michael appears from out of the bushes with 
Vincent in his grasp

Michael:
I’m gonna need some of that bandage

Scott notices the scene unfolding and he 
gets up to make his way over to Michael and 
Jack

Scott:
Vincent! What happened?

Michael:
I think he got caught in the explosion

Jack:
Did you find Walt?

Michael lays Vincent down

Michael:
Yeah I found Walt, Annie had him and Hurley 

at gun point… I killed her

The Freighter Men mumble amongst themselves



Jack:
You had to you didn’t have a choice

Michael:
I know, but it still brings back memories…
I sent Walt back with Hurley and Claire and 

Alex went her own-

Jack:
Alex… you found her?

Michael:
Yeah she was out there with Walt and 

Vincent why?

Jack:
I don’t know what she’s going to do next, 

not now that Locke-

Michael:
You don’t know that Jack

Jack:
I don’t care if he is, he has destroyed 

almost every attempt we’ve had to get off 
the Island for his own selfish reasons and 
I’ve had enough… if he’s dead… he’s dead

Desmond:
I didn’t see him… I didn’t see him in the 
explosion… I don’t think he’s dead brother

Jack looks down at Desmond and then back up 
to Michael



Int. The Black Rock Ruins- Night

The scene opens with a wide shot of Alex 
kicking pieces of wood across the floor as 
she paces the wreckage. Alex kneels down 
and begins to cry a little

Int. Ben’s House- Day (Flashback)

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Ben’s Livingroom. Ben is dressed how he was 
when he was captured by Danielle and Sayid 
out in the Jungle. We see Alex enter the 
Livingroom from the passage

Alex:
Where are you going now?

Ben:
I’m going to infiltrate them Alex

Alex:
Haven’t you done enough, they killed Ethan 

and Goodwin and it’s your fault

Ben:
Alex I’ve done everything I’ve done to them 
for a reason and you’ll soon find out what 
that reason is but for now you just have to 

trust in me and trust in-

Alex:
Jacob… yeah you always say that dad

Ben:
Alex don’t question him



Alex:
It just strikes me as weird, if Jacob is 
such a godsend, such an icon then why 

didn’t he save my mother; I never got to 
meet her

Ben:
Alex… you have to trust me when I say that

you and I were better off without your 
mother

Alex:
How dare you?! Are you even my father?!

Ben:
Alex what makes you say that?

Alex:
Karl told me something that he saw

Ben:
What did he see Alex?

Alex:
Nothing dad… I ain’t gonna say

Ben:
Good then get yourself over to the Decoy 

Camp

Alex:
Why?!

Ben:
Because they might need your help with 

Michael



Alex:
I don’t get you dad, one minute you’re 

sending Ethan out to get murdered and now 
you’re going yourself, what psychological 
experience do you hope to gain from this

Ben:
I’m going to get an inside look into how 

they work-

Alex:
How? What are you going to say? “Hi I’m 
Ben; I’ve been torturing you for over 50 

days”

Ben:
No I’m going to use the Henry Gale story

Alex:
They’ll be fools to fall for that dad and 
you know it, it’s risky and as much as I’m 
resenting you right now you’re still my 

father or so-

Ben:
You know Alex, I haven’t told you this 
before but sometimes we have to make 

decisions, I made a decision that killed 
over 40 people in a single day and you know 

why I did that Alex? I did that because 
Jacob has a certain rule, one for the many… 
one life for a lot of other people’s lives, 

I have to risk mine for us all

Alex:
Just be careful okay

Alex hugs Ben and he smiles



Alex:
As much as I hate you right now I don’t 

want you to die on me

Ben:
I’m not going to die Alex, now I’ll see you 

soon

Ben kisses Alex on her forehead and he 
leaves

Int. The Black Rock Ruins- Night (End Flashback)

Alex kneels down and picks up Locke’s 
handgun. Alex begins to cry

Alex:
All I wanted was a father figure and you 

were there and now you’re gone… you’re gone 
and I don’t know what to do Locke… why did 

you go?

At that moment Alex notices something on 
the floor and her eyes widen. The camera 
follows Alex from the front on position as 
she reaches down, looks into the camera and 
smiles slightly

BLACKOUT: LOST


